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Pottsies tangle with the law: Pottsie literally fell fowl of the law recently whilst
cycling to the coffee pot ride.  Happily pedaling along thinking “Pottsie thoughts” he
never saw the sleeping policeman lying quietly in wait until the last minute . By then

it was too late, the sleeping policemen uncer-
emoniously knocked him off the bike causing
him to fly over the handle bars landing in a
heap the other side.  Fortunately Pottsie does
not ride at too great a speed so he sustained
minimal damage to himself and the bike.  It
did require yet another visit to the Royal Dev-
on and Exeter hospital to relocate his dislocat-
ed finger and tidy up a couple of small
wounds to his head.  The RD&E are always
happy to see one of their regular visitors!
They are even considering providing him with
his own seat as he is there so often!
Bedpig is becoming increasing concerned
with Potties little cycling mishaps. Recently
she was heard to say “he has always been a
little clumsy on the bike but I’m not sure how
much more abuse like this his body can
take!”.  Bedpig has therefore  decided to get

Pottsie a bit more all round protection for when he is cycling.  Initially she looked
through all her knitting patterns but couldn’t find anything suitable. After inspecting
the “headbangers” full body armour she still felt this would not be sturdy enough for
Pottsies needs. Finally after hours of
research on the Internet she finally
found the perfect solution in the form
of this revolutionary  “cycling cage”.
This guarantees full body protection
against any type of impact at any
speed.  It is a new concept  in cycling
aimed at the most unsteady / clumsy
cyclist.  It has a couple of design
faults. Its slightly bulky and requires a
4 by 4 and trailer to allow the cyclist to
enjoy the countryside whilst pedaling,
however Bedpig is very happy with it
saying she now has no worries about
pottise’s safety when he is cycling!
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Bash Celebrations: The bash has certainly has plenty of reasons to celebrate
over the last few months with engagements, impending marriages and births being
announced.
Kilkenny and Laura would like to introduce their new-
est edition to  their family.  Their second child was
born in March, a healthy little baby girl named Joy.  As
can be seen by this picture, she fortunately has her
mothers looks!!  But Kilkenny is busy making sure she
will have her fathers cycling abilities as he is busy
looking for her first road bike!!! However Laura is ada-
mant that she must learn to walk before she can cycle!

 Juicy Lucy’s romantic birthday proposal - Spoons and
Lucy became engaged on her birthday in July. In a

ro-
man-
tic proposal Spoons asked Lucy to
become Mrs Spoons  and she said
YES!!!

Lord Stretch and Diamond Lil are
finally getting married.  After an
engagement that has lasted
“years” Lord Stretch surprised eve-
ryone by announcing a wedding
date for this year!!! This surprise
announcement has led to wide-

spread speculation within the bash -as to why now -  What has caused this sudden
wedding date announcement - is there a pregnancy involved? or could it be for fi-
nancial reasons.  Diamond Lil has
asked birdseye to quash these ru-
mours saying that she is definitely not
pregnant nor is it for any financial gain.
The reason for their sudden wedding
date is for LOVE !  - we woke up and
looked into each others eyes and real-
ised  how deep our love for each other
was and still is. We knew at that mo-
ment that all we wanted was to be to-
gether for ever, it was then that Lord
Stretch said marry me - that is why we
are getting married -  However  recent-
ly it has been noted that Lord Stretch
may have some difficulties with his
“cash flow”. On a couple of occasions he has left the coffee pot stops without paying
for his breakfast fuelling the rumours that his proposal may have a financial motive
rather than just the love of a good woman.
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Bash celebrations:
Donna and Saunders announced their engaged in April -
although not regular bashers the pair are well known to
the rough and ready Green Badgers regularly getting
muddy with the off roaders.  Earlier this year the pair
moved into their new home.  Donna met her hubby to be
whilst on holiday surfing - so who said holiday romances
never last!

Congratulations to all our budding “Mr and Mrs”  with all
these weddings coming up,maybe the bash should start
advertising a “match making” club for all the single peo-
ple out there as it appears that the bash at the moment
is full of love!!!!  And has a lotta lotta love to give!

Poorly Bashers: As most of us already are aware Tonto our “rides mistress” is at
the moment having extremely intensive treatment for  an aggressive form of leukae-

mia.  Our normally fit and active morris dancing rides mis-
tress had this surprise diagnosed a couple of months ago
having been feeling slightly “under the weather”  since
Christmas time.  She is now having to spend  long periods
of time in hospital in isolation whilst having strong chemo-
therapy with the aim of knocking her immune system out to
get rid of the horrible cancerous cells that are making her
so poorly at the moment.  She has been plagued during
her treatment with recurrent infections due to the low im-
munity she now has.  I’m sure that all our birdseye readers
will join me in sending Tonto our best wishes and positive
thoughts for a swift recovery back to full health.

Not Rubber celebrates his 77th birthday riding the Nut: Happy Birth-
day to our oldest bash “Off roader” who celebrated his 77th birthday cycling the very
technical “Nut Cracker “ with the bashers.  The aging action man completed the cy-
cle without injury, He admitted to still enjoying the thrill of the down hill rides but not
so much getting back up the hill - “I do go up hill a lot slower now” he admitted but
he defiantly has not lost any of his down hill speed and technical abilities which is
just as well as we all know he is not rubber now as
he doesn't bounce that well any more!!  As can be

seen from the picture we have
acquired of his very first off
road bike, he has been cycling
for a very very long time and
thankfully the bike he is now
using has improved! It has two
wheels of the same height and
full suspension.
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Bashers risk life and limb for charity: Tweedledee and Kwikfit recently complet-
ed a 121 mile bike ride in aid of the very worthy Prostate Cancer Charity.  They rode
from Bristol to London stopping overnight in Reading. This ride should have been
risk free for the pair, however they encountered the most deadly of predators known
to cyclist - the common walker.  Whilst enjoying the canal paths near Devizes the
pair met with over 100 of these dangerous predators.   From a distance they look
harmless, however as you get closer to them their deadly nature becomes more ob-
vious.  Common walkers are a dangerous threat to the welfare of cyclist often hunt-
ing them individually or in packs using dogs and small children to assist in bringing
down the cyclist at the end of the chase.  Alone they can often been seen in the dis-
tance walking in the middle of the cycle track. A well known trick they use to catch
the cyclist is a sudden unexplained inability to walk in a straight line wandering
across the path unexpectedly. This ploy is often seen as the cyclist attempts to pass
by.  This group is also recognised to have particularly poor hearing, often blocking
out what little hearing they have with headphones, appearing to be unable to hear
the loudest bell ring or shout!  When out hunting in packs, the groups use a similar
“wandering” method of attack by producing weird “splitting” formations across the
track that are unexplained and unpre-
dictable and guaranteed to take down
more than 1 cyclist at a time.  As can be
seen this group is deadly to cyclist but
the threat is made far worse when they
use their secret weapons of dogs and
small children on bikes or scooters.
When using dogs, they will use the “trip”
method to bring cyclists down by allow-
ing  the dog to walk along the opposite
side of the track thus stretching the dog
lead (often the thinnest available)
across the track, knocking the unsus-
pecting cyclist off.  When allowing the dog to run unattached the walker will ensure
that they are on separate sides of the track thus calling the loose dog at the last mo-

ment resulting in knocking the cyclist
off as they return to their owner.  How-
ever the most terrifying method by far
that they use to hunt the cyclist  is
with the “uncontrolled child”.  The
child used in this method of hunting is
often small and very cute.  They are
placed on 2 wheels allowing them to
manoeuvre uncontrollably and at
speed towards the oncoming cyclist.
Their  extreme deadliness is recog-

nised to be their unpredictable weaving across the track at speed managing to
change direction when least expected.
So well done to the pair for completing this ride unscathed and raising over  £300 in
sponsorship.
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Cheesy Cheddar 2013: For a change Timoties cheesy cheddar weekend was
blessed with warm, sunny, dry weather .  The week-
end was well supported by both Green Badgers and
bashers with Timotei and Scrubber Jo providing a
great weekend of cycling along dry, semi technical to
technical trials around Cheddar .  Starting Friday

evening in
the pub, the
weekend
involved 2
days of
“cross coun-
try” cycling
with plenty of
off road up
hill’s which
kept both-
ways happy
with some

challenging down hills to keep the rest of the group
smiling!   The dry eve-
nings allowed BBQ’s to
be enjoyed and as the
evening cooled down
wood burners provided
ample heat to allow the
group to sit outside
chilling, chatting and
drinking to the early
hours of the morning.The plan was to bring food to
BBQ but as can be seen I am not sure that Trev quite
understood the meaning of BBQ!!!!  Things were noted
to keep disappearing during the weekend and surpris-
ingly found at Lucy and Spoons caravan - the culprit
their new dog who “kept nicking stuff “ we think to or-

der!!!  The only injury of the weekend was Ken-The-
Rave’s nose that had a fight with a bramble and came
off worse!  Another great Cheesy cheddar weekend
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Binbagbobs tour that “didn’t tour” tour: Binbagbob led a highly successful
campaign in May, Its aim was to save our lost Basher “Old Fart” and return him back
to Blighty.  Having made contact with “Old Fart” he
took 9 enlisted troops with bikes and land vehicles
via the Plymouth/Roscoff ferry to Old Farts last
known whereabouts.  Their cover story if caught
was that they were a “British cycling group” .  They
arrived and located Old Fart easily in the tiny town

of Esquibien
where he was
posing very suc-
cessfully as a
“drunken Eng-
lishman living abroad” with his wife Francis.  The
group blended in with this cover story with ease
raising many a glass or 2 (or in Gassa’s case a
barrel) with the local “french resistance freedom
fighters” at every bar possible.  The cover story
however
did have
its flaws
which

nearly resulted in their cover being blown on
many occasions which could have resulted
in failure of the mission -  the main flaw in
their story was the word “cycling”.  For some
in the team the call of the Bars far out-

weighed
the call of
the bikes
so it was
left to the “younger” of the troops to do the cy-
cling whilst the more senior ranks concentrated
on building relations with the locals by supporting
their local establishments !!!  The campaign, al-
though mainly friendly did have a few minor skir-
mishes resulting in several members getting
slightly battered and bruised with the command-
ing officer sustaining a nasty flesh wound to the
leg whilst not even on his bike  but walking over
a small tree root! Fortunately the bash nurse was
at hand to provide a field dressing.  The most
serious injury of the week was sustained by hat-

rack when he fell from his bike landing in a patch of french stinging nettles - he said
afterward it was the biggest prick his bum had ever felt!  With the after effects lasting
a few days, the only treatment that was found to be effective was copious amounts
of red wine!
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Binbagbobs tour that “didn’t tour” tour : Throughout the week Old Fart
led the group on some great off road recon-
naissance cross country routes allowing sur-
veillance of the local vicinity always managing

to finish at a local bar
for refreshments!
Whilst most of the
group enjoyed the ex-
tended welcome of
these bars 2 of the
team had been singled
out to extend the sur-
veillance out to sea.
Bothways and Always
using surfboards ensured the group was not at risk of naval
invasion by patrolling the  local  coastlines during these
breaks.  During this
week it was essential
for the platoon to main-
tain the dietary needs
required to ensure their

body was ready for battle, Francis worked tire-
lessly ensuring that all were fed and watered to
the required level and when their rations had
been consumed the platoon moved to the bar

next door.  By
the end of the
week the bar
was drunk dry
with Gassa even managing to drink the old rough
local cider from the whole region that they had been
trying to get rid of for years!!!  The troop decided as
the mission went on that repatriating Old Fart back
to England was probably not a good idea. The team
felt that keeping him deep undercover and returning
on a yearly basis to check on his welfare would be a
far more sen-
sible idea. So

after 1 final night of revelry which saw the
team dancing in the bars with the french re-
sistance and drinking to the small hours of the
following morning (or in Gassa’s case to the
following afternoon!) the  platoon retreated
back to England celebrating a successful mis-
sion and planning their next trip over.  A big
thank-you to Old Fart and Francis for their
great hospitality from the bash brigade.
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Pottsies 4th Bridge ride: It apparently gets better each time! This was our first
bridge ride, yet Pottsies 4th ride, it lasted 19 miles taking 2 hrs with the majority be-
ing on cycle tracks around Exeter negotiating 40 bridges by either cycling over or
under them, had time allowed or legs cycled faster another 10 more bridges could
have been added to the overall total.  A brilliant  and very enjoyable Thursday night
cycle.
Unda’s attempt at self harming! Concerns regarding Unda’s mental stability
are being voiced within the bash hierarchy at present.  It appears that either his bal-
ance is failing him or he is attention seeking by self harming on bash rides.  This is a
serious accusation that could have life changing repercussions.  The evidence how-
ever is mounting up suggesting the attention seeking explanation could be the an-
swer.   On a hot sunny day whilst cycling off road Unda spent
so much time looking at a scantily clad young lady walking
along a path wearing tiny shorts and bikini top that he said
“he failed to see a clump of grass” resulting in him flying over
the handlebars. Unfortunately he did not land at the ladies
feet, so his plan of being assisted to his feet by a young lady
was replaced by a group of sweaty bashers !   If this isn't evi-
dence enough, on the easiest ride possible led by Binbagbob
he attempted to cycle up the smallest kerb on the road and
managed to perform a splendid forward somersault off the
bike skidding across the pavement stopping in front of the
wall, this time resulting in a bleeding/swollen knee.  He ap-
peared to take great joy in showing his swelling to all the
bashers of the other kind looking for a sympathetic lady to attend to his knees - for-
tunately Bothways was there to help him -  So no sympathy there then!! When Pop-
py saw his knee she was as sympathetic saying “its the spare room for you tonight I
can’t risk getting blood on the white sheets”!!

Blasters new chair: It has been noted that
Blaster and Flossie are never seen on the tan-
dem together any more.  Flossie admitted she
really enjoyed riding with Blaster but recently they
had stopped riding the tandem due to the differ-
ence between the Blaster and Flossie body mass
ratio (basically he became too large for Flossie to
get up the hills!).  The bashers also missed see-
ing the pair together riding their tandem made for
two.  However the perfect solution to the problem
has been found allowing Flossie time to sit with
her beloved Blaster whilst not tiring herself our
getting him up the hills.  This deck chair is big
enough for the pair of them to sit in together,
strong enough to hold Blaster, sturdy enough for
a bit of bouncing up and down yet stationary
enough not to wear Flossie out!!!
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Unda is buying a house on this road so
he can finally say to all the women
come round and see my private hardon

How do you like Bothway’s Butternut
Squash?!!!  there is a more serious note to
this! Birdseye would like to put together a
TVPB calendar in the style of “calendar girls”
with all proceeds to Leukaemia research
which at present is a charity in all our minds.
To do this we need pictures from male or fe-
male bashers protecting their modesty, for
example with fruit and vegetables and in
some cases beer barrels maybe required
(I’m sure you can use your imagination) but
there must be a biking theme to the pictures.
Anything unsuitable will be enjoyed and then
returned!!!  To get this sorted for a Christmas
stocking filler we need pictures ASAP - we
need the TVPB to live up to their drinking
and full on enjoyment of life image - I look
forward to receiving those pictures as I know
the TVPB are not the shy and retiring CTC
kind of cyclists!

Ken-the-Rave caught in
the act - This picture has
been sent to Birdseye. It was
taken at Cheddar and we are
hoping that someone can
shed some light on it - what
is Ken-The-rave doing? Has
he been caught in the act or
just been laid out in the back
of his van or are both expla-
nations correct? He was
seen afterwards walking
slowly!


